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About This Game

Hero, you are not alone!
"super ninja hero vr" is a VR-FPS game(first-person shooting game) that developed by Wuhan Firegame Co.,Ltd..Variety of

scenes with cool fighting, strong cunning enemies and smart boss.Taking up your arms to begin a legend.

--Weapon:
Hidden blade:suitable for beginners,simple and crude. Aim at the enemy, pulling the trigger and biu biu biu....

Bow:Completely imitate true archery,enjoying the pleasure of slay.

--Battle:
Flight with claw? Yes

Fight face-to-face?Yes
Escape by a walk?Yes

Shoot behind barrier?Yes

--Enemies:
Brutal Shadow Evil and sexy Tengu is waiting for you with a team of minions in their secret base.

So
Are you ready?

For more enjoyment,join us.
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Title: Super Ninja Hero VR
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Wuhan Firegame Co.,Ltd.
Publisher:
Wuhan Firegame Co.,Ltd.
Release Date: 23 Dec, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP1 or newer

Processor: Intel i5-4590 / AMD FX 8350 equivalent or greater

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce® GTX 970 / AMD Radeon™ R9 290 equivalent or greater

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 1 GB available space

English,Simplified Chinese
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I wish that I could recommend this game because it is really, REALLY fun but it has two glaring issues that kill it. First it has
the same stamina system of its obvious ancestors in mobile games and actively hides that fact during the first few levels to trick
you. Second, and the worse of the two, is the elite system. Long story short (because it is fairly complicated) you can very easily
ruin your main unit simply by following the fairly implied instructions the game gives you by fusing your warlord with units
they give you specifically for fusing your warlord. What they don't tell you is that you absolutely should get rid of those units
right away and replace them with elite versions of those units or your warlord will be semi-permanently gimped. Not only that,
but the elite system also takes the game from being fairly low budget friendly to being god awful impossible to play. The game
tricked me here too, it does a good job making you feel like you can make it without fusing exclusively elite units but eventually
you will hit a wall and unless you have fat pockets you will not pass it.

I really want to like this game. The conept is truly interesting and the formation based tactics are deceptively deep, but I cannot
stand by a company that uses such shady and deceptive practices to trick its audience into commiting time and then slams pay
walls in front of them.. One thing is a scary game, which will make you jump in your chair every now and then… there are
plenty of them. But... if what you want to experience is an intense and constant sensation of real fear and tension, than this is the
game. It’s just brilliant - both the idea and the execution. Developers manage to - with extremely simplicity - create a game
which carries and sinks you completely in it’s own atmosphere.

I guarantee: you won’t blink once while playing it. You’ll barelly breath.
Reinforcing something: the creation of a minimal surrounding atmosphere is mandatory for it’s real immersion… shut your
lights off (all of them), put your headphones on and, preferably, play it when you are on your own… just to be there, inside the
game. (All this suggestions are for your own enjoyment.)

Congratulations, devs! For this brilliant and well executed idea.. This game is fun and beautiful. The world/lore is interesting,
unique creature design, beautiful environment, great soundtrack. Story seems good so far but I've totally sidetracked myself to
club land jellyfish to death for their brains because they deserve it.. First and foremost, this is not a game. Now I don't mean this
in a bad way, but it is a simulator not a game (or even a simulator type game). Most of this game is watching the slow evolution
of creatures. Unlike Spore, you do not have some advanced creature editor where you can create your own creatures. Instead
most of the simulator is changing variables and using rovers to put evolutionary pressure on the living organisms in your world.

A good analogy for this game is that it is to Spore, as Universe Sandbox is to Space Engineers. If you are passionate about
biology and evolution then this is the "game" for you.. im going to be pro player be come 2017 :). I love the Polar Bear mask.
That's one of the reasons i bought this amazing DLC.
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Game is broken.
Timer locks up at 2.5 hrs pretty reliably.
I'm super dissatisfied with this purchase.. This game is easily one of my favorite VR experiences, though it does have
some glaring issues.
A lot of people say this is like Subnautica in space but that makes no sense whatsoever, because this is absolutely
nothing like Subnautica in any way. It would actually be way more accurate to say that this is a lot like Raft in space,
the wreckages being like the materials floating in the water, and the abandoned\/broken down spaceships and
spacestations being like the islands you occasionally float past.

The biggest two issues I have is that there's no option to make the AI stop giving you tips about things, because it's
incredibly annoying to hear the AI say to return to the station every time my oxygen is half empty, incredibly annoying
to hear a lecture about growing food whenever my hunger is half empty, and incredibly annoying to get a lecture about
where my materials go after I salvage something.

The other issue is that it's too easy to open the helmet, as just grabbing the general area of the handle will make it open
and this is incredibly easy to do on accident when trying to move around, and I've died multiple times by doing this in
space while trying to move around on wreckages to salvage them. There should at least be a motion of pulling up the
handle to open the helmet or something to make this happen way less.. I started to play The Guild II after listening to
Apprentice: Scarlet City on audiobook. But The Guild II is just as bug ridden and janktactual as I remember it being.
So I stumbled upon Patrician III, a game I've not played before, and thought I'd give it a go as it seemed right up my
street. I chose P3 over P4 because quasi-2D rules, 3D drools, and apparently because P4 was infantilised and made
simplier like the later entries in the Anno series.

P3 is a straight-forward medieval business sim. Buy low, sell high. Or, a bit into the game it becomes produce low, sell
high. Most of that becomes automated away as you start to get a fleet of ships etc, and then it turns into a rather high-
level management affair with you only really taking part in battles etc. It has a lot of "fluff" mechanics alongside that
main core loop of buy-low-sell-high -- e.g. the guild, rankings, prince, sieges etc. I'm not sure they really add much, but
it's clear the developers wanted to "spice up" the game by including them.

So whilst P3 didn't scratch the itch I was after -- some kind of quasi-RPG, medieval cloth merchant, sim thing where
you can rise from apprenctice to European cloth barren who's chums with the King of England -- it was still in the
right sort of ballpark.

I quite like the artwork and sound, even if they're "old". I hate the UI, as that's definitely "old" and "tedious" and
"RSI inducting". It's interesting that they include fleet automation in the game, but make setting up that automation
incredibally tedious. Is there no way to automate the automation, given that most of it is rote? Also, I think the
business feedback is terrible. There's not a decent profit/loss account that is helpful in anyway. You mostly just do it
"by feel".

I'm not a fan of the fact the map is the same every time you play, including places of production and prices, as it means
the first few hours of play have a special "exploration" phase that is lost for the next 900 hours. (Or lost immediately if
you read the wiki!).

Definitely an entertaining game, however, and I'm not sure if there's a decent "modern equivalent", though I'll admit I
didn't look very hard. So it's probably worth putting up with all of the aging features and crappy UI just to experience
the thrills of being a hanseatic trader who buys low and sells high.

. I downloaded this game to play multiplayer with some friends witch we could not manage to do. The implementation
of hosting\/joining games is realy bad needs some serious change\/update. As singleplayer the game is quite simple and
not very fun.. Why no happy ending???? NANI?????. This simulator is the result of someone watching the first 5 mins
of  Unstoppable and deciding to make a game about it in Unity. And no, there is no Denzel Washington in this game.

The only positive thing I really have to say is that it runs fast on Max settings and boots in seconds. It is also only 300mb
meaning uninstalling it is easy. That concludes all the positive things I have to say.
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The game's trailer does not lie, there are "Technical defects" and "Weathering" (To my brain as it wonders how the F***
this got on steam). The Train you are given can move forwards and back on the same section of track and you can switch the
points to the Rib tracks (I don't know, im not a train person!). Thats It.

You also have Barry the Magical Mechanic at your disposal who can fix tracks with his mind. Just click the Defect and
Barry will fix the issues, In a jiffy. His job is pretty easy all things considered, as the defects all appear in the same spot.
Furthermore, The Questionable Cargo Transporter Company That Shall Not Be Named Because Copyright Inc
(TQCTCTSNBNBC inc) convieneiently leaves all of its cargo in the same spot each time. Every mission is the same bar one
where the train catches fire and even that mission was made easy thanks to Barry (Who is also immune to fire). Every
mission follows the same pattern:

1. Go to cargo by Spamming the "S" key

2. Use the cargo manager to violently smash the Trains together in the hope that they will blend.

3. Go to designated Track by switching the points and Spamming the "W" Key

4.  ???

5.  Profit!

6.  Please refer to step one
 td;dr
In short, this game is like being forced to watch the intro of Thomas the Tank Engine over and over again at full
volume. Right now its 80p on sale so if you want a few laughs, go ahead and buy it. Otherwise, steer clear of this
game.

And finally, my favorite quotes:

 " [...]*Dink* *Dink* *Dink* *Dink* *Dink* *Dink* *Dink* *Dink* *Dink*[...] " -Barry

"Graphics: Easy" - The game launcher

"To reverse, hold the reverse key." - The help menu

"[Infernal Noises]" - A random Badger that stole Barry's hammer and set my train on fire.. This Game won't start
cuz of error keeps on coming up!

LockRect failed: D3DERR_DEVICELOST

History: UD3DRenderDevice::ReadPixels <- UD3DRenderDevice::Present <- UGameEngine::UpdateProgress <-
UGameEngine::Draw <- UWindowsViewport::Repaint <- UWindowsClient::Tick <- ClientTick <- UGameEngine::Tick
<- UpdateWorld <- MainLoop

Build: Mar 14 2003 13:26:15
. A wonderful DLC Pack in my opinion. It consists of a few puzzles, and a load of zombies! Seriously, there are so
many of these! You can choose whether you want to go stealthy and avoid them, or if you want to go in guns blazing.
There are a load of collectibes and materials to find throughout this DLC which you can use to craft special bullets
and regenerate your health. The good thing about this is that you can use up to 5 cards, so regardless of what
difficulty you choose, you can choose what weapons you want, what advantages or disavantages you want to suit your
need. If I would make a reccomendation of what guns to use if you have it in one of your cards, I would choose the 
Assault Rifle (or another similar Automatic Weapon) and the Shotgun. Those weapons will should help you in case
you get a big swarm of zombies coming at you, and they don't subtract to your multiplier. The gameplay is nice, but
it's the same old stuff. Snow, trees, blocked off areas, buildings, and stuff like that. Nothing really new other than
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the way the puzzles are executed and the zombies. The storyline is simple. You have to shutdown three towers and then
a Core Tower to stop the toxic matter from spreading to the rest of the valley. How long it takes you to complete this
adventure though is very hard to estimate. It took me about 80 Minutes, but I was also searching around in other
places and not just going to the towers right away. If you decide not to go site-seeing and go to the towers, you could
have this done in about 30 minutes. But if you decide to go site-seeing, it could take you hours! The land is huge, and
I didn't explore near all of it. There aren't really any bugs in this, except the same found in Rise which isn't that
many. Rise of the Tomb Raider isn't a buggy game but there are a few instances were Lara might do something odd.
So overall, this DLC Tomb is a great add-on! I have the Season Pass, and if you don't, the $10 price-tag can be a bit
much since this really isn't like another add-on to the story of Rise of the Tomb Raider. The Graphics are good, the
storyline while vague is nice for what this DLC has going for it, and the difficulty and puzzles are pretty well made.
The way the puzzles were executed were a little different than usual but I personally liked it. I reccomend this DLC to
anyone who liked Rise of the Tomb Raider, to people who like difficult gameplay, and to people who like vast open
worlds to search.. It's a good game.
I bought this to have an alternative to Age of Wonders: Shadow Magic.
Eador: Genesis really cannot stand against AoW, which is better in my opinion.

I was honestly disappointed when I found out that you cannot play other races but humans.
Why? I don't understand.

But the city building aspect of the game is very deep and battles are more tactical than Shadow Magic.
Also, unit have more parameters.

This is a good game, worth 10 € so you're doing a bargain here.
The tutorial try to explain as many features as possible, but many mechanics aren't really explained.

8/10
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